
                                                                                                                                                                    

 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

 
   
              

 

  

The Power of Leadership  
 Problem Solving and Positive Attitude 
 

Discovering Your Dawn, Unlock Your Potential, & 
Achieve Success Through Motivation! 
 
Katherine is remarkable in this seminar, she will cover detailed 
relationship building for customer service and specific systems for 
problem solving. In addition there will be an interactive session that 
is fun and educational in focusing on dealing with difficult people and 
situations. The benefits to your audience members include motivation 
to communicate in a new way that fosters excellent customer service.  
The audience member who experiences this seminar will leave 
knowing how to respond and not react to difficult situations and 
people.  Katherine will help your audience unlock their potential 
through learning new ways to work with people, manage drama, 
decrease stress and incorporate a positive mind set.   
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What You Will Learn: 
 

You will learn the secrets to becoming a leader  

How to ask for help  

How to secure balance and not let stress dominate 

your life  

How to create your own code of ethics  

Moving away from negativity, how to stop self-doubt  

Tips for work related stress 

 *Including preventing work stress from controlling 

your life  

Becoming stronger in you!  

How to achieve self-respect  

     You will learn how to develop strong business and    

      professional relationships 

 



 

 

About Katherine 

DO YOU KNOW YOUR POTENTIAL? 

Entrepreneur, Leader, Educator, 

Speaker, Networker, Fundraiser, 

Marketer and Author—  

That is how clients describe 

Katherine Miracle  

Katherine is the Founder & Owner of 

Miracle Resources. Miracle Resources is a 

consulting, training and educational 

resource for businesses and non-profits. 

Miracle Resources consultants specialize in the 

areas of advertising/branding, public relations, 

marketing and revenue development. Miracle 

Resources consultants have served clients 

including the Cleveland Clinic, Northwest 

Mutual, The American Red Cross and Dunkin 

Donuts. The consultants of Miracle Resources 

use their creativity and contacts to increase 

awareness and revenue for clients. 

About “Discovering Your Dawn” 

Based on a true story, Katherine writes of 

a college student who carries guilt from a 

tragedy she feels she could have 

prevented. Can she overcome the 

shadows that haunt her? A story of love, 

friendship, tragedy, hope and forgiveness 

that helps you ask the question: Have you 

discovered your dawn? Are you ready to 

bring to light the mistakes of your past in 

order to help you find your purpose and 

unlock your true potential? 

  Book Testimonial  
“I just finished your book, and 

honestly, I cannot even express the way 

I feel right now. I still have goose 

bumps. I can relate to quite a few 

aspects, events, and feelings conveyed 

in your story and truly, from the bottom 

of my heart, want to thank you for 

sharing it with me! It was absolutely 

something I needed to read at this point 

in my life, and I want you to know that 

you really are an inspiration, and I just 

pray that one day I can be half as 

strong as you are!”  

Jeanne Dubois  
Ashland University Student 
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